Internship for students

Software development (f/m/d) – Senftenberg (Germany)

ZEDAS is a successful, international and growing software company with 80 employees at its headquarters in Senftenberg (Germany). Since company foundation more than 25 years ago ZEDAS established itself German- and Europe-wide as one of the leading provider for software solutions for the management of rail freight logistics (Logistics Management) as well as the management of vehicle fleets and rail infrastructure (Technical Asset Management). In the field of software development we offer you an internship position at our headquarter in Senftenberg (Germany) or our offices in Dresden (Germany) and Kiev (Ukraine).

The topic
While the internship you will work for our software development with the platforms Java respectively HTML5/JavaScript. Part of your job will be the research of technical detail problems, the implementation of prototypes and the creation of smaller software modules. Supervision by our experienced software development colleagues is guaranteed.
During the internship you can deepen your knowledge with practical experiences and get to know the processes of software development in an enterprise environment. Therefore aspects like release and issue management, continuous integration and quality management through test automation will be part of your internship too. State of the art technologies e.g. model-based development, distributed architectures (Client/Server) and source code generation can be used practically while working in one of our developer teams.

Technical Background
- Ready-to-use knowledge in the field of object-orientated development with Java/JavaEE and/or JavaScript
- Working with programming environment

Our offer
Fascinating tasks within an international business environment of renowned companies, in which you can use your theoretical knowledge practically; gain an insight into software development of a sharply expanding company; motivated, open minded Team and fair, team orientated cooperation; pleasant working environment.
Do you feel addressed and meet the requirements? Then we look forward to your comprehensive application by email (please as PDF document only) indicating how you have become aware of us.